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Mowat: The Enigma of William Drayton

THE ENIGMA OF WILLIAM DRAYTON
By CHARLES L. MOWAT
The career of William Drayton, chief justice of
British East Florida, presents a problem in motives
and loyalties which cannot, perhaps, be completely
resolved but which deserves study, not only for its
intrinsic interest, but because it must have been
shared by many other Americans during the testing years of the Revolution. Drayton was an erudite and stubborn jurist in a great age of the common law, the age not only of Blackstone and Lord
Mansfield but of many distinguished figures of the
colonial bench and bar whose leadership in the
cause of the American Revolution has been well
recognized. He was both by birth and feeling an
American, but his training was English, and he
preferred to regard himself as a member of the
British Empire, and, perhaps, the servant of the
common law which, to Americans of the time, guaranteed the strongest of all forms of liberty, the
rights of Englishmen.
He found himself, however, in a province where
one of those fundamental rights, that of representation in an assembly, was lacking, and against this
lack his protest proved unavailing. When the American Revolution began, he was head of the judicature in a loyalist colony whose governor seemed to
him the worst kind of tyrant, and he came to feel
that the calamity of the Revolution was the result
of the blunders and misdemeanors of just such
tyrannical. governors in the other colonies. He continued, therefore, a policy of opposition to the local
administration which he had begun partly over the
matter of the assembly, partly as a result of a personal, though unexplained, quarrel.
As leader of an opposition faction during the
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Revolution he seems, therefore, to have been a
champion of the American cause in a loyalist colony, a conspirator boring from within. Yet, though
there is much to lend color to this interpretation, it
seems possible that he hoped, by his opposition, to
secure the removal of the governor and so preserve, under a more conciliatory executive, the connection with the British crown which might, after
all, have been restored by consent in the other
colonies at least as late as 1777, before Saratoga.
His contact, such as it was, with the revolutionary
leaders in Georgia and South Carolina, the result
in part of his family connections, may have been
inspired by the wish to prevent a complete break
between Great Britain and East Florida on the one
hand, and the colonies, then rebellious but later, perhaps, to be reconciled, on the other. In the event,
he lost both the struggle and his office, and turned to
kinsfolk and friends in Charleston. He stayed on
there after the British evacuation-what else was
he to do?-and became one of the founders of the
new order in the state of South Carolina. The British tide had ebbed, leaving him on the American
shore ; or perhaps he had always intended to make
for that shore. Which is the truth it is impossible
to say. All that can be done is to present the evidence, in so far as it can be collected ; the problem,
at least, was not an uncommon one in those times.
Drayton came of one of the leading families of
South Carolina. He was born in 1732 at Magnolia,
a plantation on the Ashley river not far from
Charleston and now deservedly well known as Magnolia Gardens. In 1750 he was admitted to the
Middle Temple in London, 1 joining the long roll of
1. Dictionary of American Biography, s. v. William Drayton
(1732-1790).
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Carolinians who in colonial days received their legal
training at one of the Inns of Court, 2 and in 1755
he was called to the English bar. A year later he
returned to South Carolina, where he was for six
years a member of the assembly, and gained, according to a later statement of his, considerable
knowledge of public business from his intimacy with
Governor Lyttleton, whom for a time he assisted as
private secretary. 3
In 1765, on the death of the first chief justice of
East Florida, another Carolinian, James Moultrie,
Governor Grant appointed Drayton temporarily to
the position and to the Council, and recommended
him for the permanent appointment. Grant had
many friends in Charleston, dating back to his command of the Cherokee campaign in 1761, and had
induced several Carolinians to come to his province.
He wrote, however, that he was not much acquainted
with Drayton, who had not applied for the position.
His warm recommendation, therefore, must have
been the result of advice from friends; he referred
to Drayton as an excellent man who would be a great
acquisition to the province. 4 The place, however,
went to William Grover, who had been suspended
as chief justice of Georgia in 1762; however, on
Grover’s death following a shipwreck on his journey
out from England, the position was given to DraySee the list in Edward McCrady, The History of South Carolina under the Royal Government, 1719-1776 (New York,

1899), 475.
Dictionary of American Biography; Drayton to Dartmouth,

4 August 1773, in Great Britain, Public Record Office;
Colonial Office papers, class 5, volume 553, page 63 (Library of Congress transcripts ; hereafter cited as C.O.
5/553, p. 63, etc.). The present article is drawn largely from
material in the author’s forthcoming book, “East Florida
as a British Province, 1763-1784,” where fuller details and
references will be found.
Grant to Halifax, 9 August 1765, C.O. 5/548, p. 103; Council
Minutes, 7 October 1765, C.O. 5/570, p. 32.
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ton, who had continued to come to St. Augustine to
hold the courts in the interim. Drayton’s mandamus conferring the appointment, dated 10 February
1767, was presented to the Council on 1 February
1768, when he took the oaths a second time as chief
justice and councillor. 5
At this time Drayton moved with his family to
St. Augustine, where he took a house on the bay
front. 6 He became a considerable landowner in the
province ; in 1823 his heirs laid claim, unsuccessfully,
to about 6000 acres, under fifteen different British
grants, before the United States commissioners investigating land titles after the transfer of Florida
from Spain to the United States. Included in the
total was an island on Lake George with an area of
1320 acres. 7 His main property was Oak Forest,
four and one-half miles from St. Augustine, which
included a neat dwelling house, kitchen, store house,
stable, carriage house and other buildings, and 180
acres. 8
The province to which Drayton came was small in
population and developed resources, and its life revolved to an unusual degree around its little capital. 9
It possessed, however, the normal type of colonial
5. Grant to Shelburne, 27 November 1766, C.O. 5/548, p. 262;

id. to id., 12 March 1768, C.O. 5/549, p. 78 ; Council Minutes,
1 February 1768, Audit Office 16/43, pp. 81-82 (Public Record Office; Library of Congress photostats.)
6. Mulcaster to Grant, 3 October 1775, in Peter Force (ed.),
American Archives, 4th series, IV (Washington, 1843), 330.
7. American State Papers, Class VIII, Public Lands (Gales
and Seaton ; Washington, 1832-1860), III, 799-800, IV, 388389: Spanish Land Grants in Florida, I, Unconfirmed Claims
(Florida Historical Records Survey, Work Projects Administration ; Tallahassee, State Library Board, 1940),
8.
9.

77-93.

Wilbur H. Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida 1774 to 1785
(Publications of Florida State Historical Society, No. 9;
DeLand, 1929), II, 37-48.
See the author’s article, “St. Augustine under the British
Flag, 1763-1775”, Florida Historical Quarterly, XX, 131-150
(October, 1941).
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government except for one thing, that it had no
general assembly. Here was something at once to
challenge the lawyer. The proclamation of 7 October 1763 and Governor Grant’s commission had
both promised East Florida, in common with the
other new colonies erected in 1763, the benefit of the
laws of England, and had empowered the governor,
“as soon as the Situation and Circumstances of Our
Province . . . will admit thereof . . . to summon and
call General Assemblies of the Freeholders and
Planters within the Province . . . [and] by and with
the Advice and Consent of Our said Council & Assembly . . . to make, constitute and ordain Laws,
Statutes and Ordinances . . . as near as may be agreeable to the Laws and Statutes of this Our Kingdom
of Great Britain." 10
Yet in spite of this specific authorization no assembly had been summoned, nor was one until 1781.
West Florida, little larger than East Florida in
population, had an assembly in 1766. 11 Other new
colonies of the time, though as limited in population,
or even more so, duly had assemblies summoned:
Grenada 12 and St. John 13 (the later Prince Edward
Island). Only Senegambia in west Africa, 14 and
Quebec with its largely French and Roman Catholic
10. Grant’s commission, C.O. 5/563, pp. 12,14.
11. Clarence E. Carter, “The Beginnings of British West Florida,” Mississippi Valley Historical Review, IV, 314-341 (December, 1917), at 339-340; the minutes of the West Florida
Assembly, 1766-69, have been printed, under the editorship
of James A. Padgett, in Louisiana Historical Quarterly,
XXII, 311-384, 943-1011, XXIII, 5-77 (April, October, 1939;
January, 1940).
12. C. S. S. Higham, “The General Assembly of the Leeward
Islands, Part II,” English Historical Review, XLI, 366-388
(July, 1926), at 366-379.
13. Canada and its Provinces, ed. Adam Shortt and Arthur G.
Doughty (Toronto, 1914), XIII, 344-351.
14. Eveline C. Martin, The British West African Settlements,
1750-1821 (Imperial Studies, No, 2 ; London, 1927), 57-70.
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population, 15 lacked assemblies, and their conditions
were clearly not duplicated in East Florida, where
what population there was was almost entirely British. Probably Grant’s failure to summon an assembly, though originating in the scantiness of the
population, was continued merely because of the lack
of any great demand for one, and the predilection
of the autocratic and military-minded governor for
a simple form of government without the delays
and concessions demanded by a representative element. And since all the expenses of government
were borne by a grant from Parliament, the need
of an assembly to obtain votes of supply was absent ;
nor could any cry of ‘taxation without representation’be raised.
Even so, a constitutional problem remained. It
was doubtful if regulations and ordinances passed
by the governor and Council alone had any validity,
even though they were authorized by Grant’s General Instructions (but not in his commission). 16 In
Quebec this difficulty was removed only by a special
act of Parliament, the Quebec Act of 1774, which
withdrew the earlier promise of an assembly.
Drayton, however, raised no great objection to
the situation in East Florida during the administration of Grant, a fact which says much for the tact
and urbanity of the governor in handling his highspirited chief justice. Once, in 1768, when several
proclamations were issued regarding police matters
in St. Augustine, including one ordering persons
wishing to keep taverns and to sell spirituous liquors
to apply to the governor for a license, Drayton in15. Alfred L. Burt. The Old Province of Quebec (Minneapolis,
1933), 92, 122, 149, 151 seq., 190.
16. Leonard W. Labaree (ed.), Royal Instructions to British
Colonial Governors, 1670-1776 (New York, 1935), I, 121; A.
Berriedale Keith, Constitutional History of the First British
Empire (Oxford, 1930), 15-17, 180-181, 246-247.
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formed Grant that these proclamations were in
general nugatory, though they might operate in
terrorem until more substantial regulations could
be framed by an assembly. He warned that if prosecutions arose under them he would be forced to
declare against them. 17 In June 1770 the grand
jury at the Court of General Sessions of the Peace
presented the lack of an assembly as a great grievance, and stressed the insecurity of property resulting from the lack of proper laws. 18 Since the
grand jury was supposedly hand-picked by Drayton, his influence is evident here. This was the
first, but by no means the last occasion on which
the grand jury was used in East Florida, as it
was in Quebec and other colonies, as an instrument
of political agitation, in the absence of the normal
methods provided by an assembly.
With Grant’s departure in 1771 the attitude of
Drayton and his friends, such as Dr. Turnbull, hardened. The government devolved on the lieutenant
governor, John Moultrie, a fellow Carolinian, but
one with whom Drayton was continually at odds,
perhaps because he, like Dr. Turnbull, had coveted
the office for himself. The first sign of trouble, amid
the many flattering addresses which speeded Grant’s
departure, was an address to Moultrie deploring the
wretched condition of the town and country and
urging the convening of a representative assembly
as the remedy; none could better point out the evils
existing, it added, than the gentleman placed at the
head of the law, in whose zeal for the public good
all could safely rely. 19
17. Drayton to Dartmouth, 15 February 1774, C.O. 5/554, p. 27;
Council Minutes, 13 January 1768, Audit Office 16/43, p. 81.
18. South Carolina and American General Gazette, 3 September,

1770.
19. South Carolina Gazette, 23 May 1771; cf. C.O. 5/558, pp.
177-178
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From this time on, Moultrie had to reckon with an
opposition in and outside the Council. James Grant
Forbes, the historian of East Florida, stated that
the cause of difference was the question whether the
assembly should be elected by annual or triennial
elections; this does not, however, appear in the
records of the Council. It remained true, however,
as Forbes said, that “these bickerings, originating
between two gentlemen of high standing, and carried on in the true spirit of highminded Carolinians,
had the effect of creating two parties. . . ." 20
This division was emphasized by Drayton’s resignation from the Council on 19 October 1771, which
made it difficult for Moultrie to obtain a quorum.
Drayton gave only “private reasons” for his action,
but later explained that it was due to his disagreement with Moultrie over the Council’s right to examine and censure the contingent and other accounts of the province. These were annually laid
before the Council at the mid-summer meeting, but
apparently only to compare vouchers of expenditures with entries in the accounts, and not to examine the legitimacy or fairness of the charges. Yet
Drayton had made no protest against the practice
in Grant’s time. The resignation was not, however,
accepted, and Hillsborough, the Secretary of State
for American Affairs, though agreeing with Drayton that he need not be on the Council ex officio,
requested him to resume his seat, which he did on 15
December 1772. 21
20. James Grant Forbes, Sketches, Historical and Topographical,
of The Floridas (New York, 1821), 21.

21. Moultrie to Hillsborough, 20 October 1771, and enclosures,
C.O. 5/552, pp. 135-141; Hillsborough to Moultrie, 6 June
and 7 August 1772, ibid., pp. 235, 259; Drayton to Dartmouth,
4 August 1773, C.O. 5/553, pp. 61-62; Council Minutes, 15
November 1771, C.O. 5/571, p. 67, 2 November and 15 December 1772, Audit Office 16/43, pp. 196, 197.
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Bad blood continued, however, and in August
1773 Drayton was censured by the Council for having delayed for thirty days delivering to it the
calendar and presentments of the June meeting of
the Court of General Sessions, “in a manner unprecedented and tending to obstruct Public business.”
The presentments included the need of a sea wall
to protect part of the front at St. Augustine, an
unreasonable request, according to Moultrie, since
the wall would protect private lots, and made only
with “an intention to oppose and thwart me (which
was rumored abroad.)” Drayton, in defending
himself in the Council and in appealing to the Earl
of Dartmouth, the new Secretary of State, justified
the delay on various grounds, partly that Moultrie
had himself delayed calling the usual midsummer
meeting, partly that Moultrie had refused to consider the presentments (when Drayton, to Moultrie’s indignation, made a motion that a day be set
for the Council to take them into consideration)
even after they had been delivered. 22
A few hours after this meeting Drayton greeted
Owen, one of the members of the Council, with the
words “Judge Owen you are a Damn’d Dirty Sett,
or House.” At the next meeting, on 20 August, this
remark, which “scandalously . . insulted the Members of the Council,” was considered. Drayton refused to retract the words, saying that any insult
was only “by the emplication drawn by the Gentleman to whom they were Said.” He was therefore
suspended from the Council on Moultrie’s motion,
and never rejoined it. 23
22. Moultrie to Dartmouth, 22 August 1773, and enclosures,
C.O. 5/553, pp. 197-223; Drayton to Dartmouth, 4 August
1773, ibid., pp. 59-61; Council Minutes, 20 July 1773, Audit
Office 16/43, pp. 204-206, 2 August 1773, C.O. 5/571, p. 91.
23. Council Minutes, 20 August 1773, C.O. 5/571, pp. 91-93 ; Moultrie to Dartmouth, 22 August 1773, C.O. 5/553, pp. 197-204.
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A little later came a dispute over the fundamental
question of the Council’s ordinance-making powers.
One of the presentments of the grand jury at the sessions of June 1773 had been the excessive number
of tippling houses in St. Augustine. At the December sessions the attorney general, Arthur Gordon, a friend of Drayton’s, had indicted several
persons for keeping taverns without licenses. One
person produced a license from the lieutenant governor, under the terms of Grant’s proclamation of
1768. Drayton accepted this, though he declared
that he was not by law obliged to do so. To the
others he published a court order that those wishing licenses must in the future apply to the court.
This is justified on the grounds that the law in the
province, under the terms of the Proclamation of
1763 and of Grant’s commissions constituting the
courts, was the law of England, unless altered by
legislation by a general assembly. Therefore he
felt bound to follow English law, which, under an
Act of Edward VI and later acts, 24 directed licenses
to be granted in open sessions of the peace or by
two justices of the peace. He argued that no
proclamation of the governor could change any part
of the common law or the statutes of the realm,
and that since the king did not exercise the power
of issuing licenses, neither could the governor,
whose authority was derived from the king. 25
This learned appeal, supported by reference to
Blackstone and other authorities, naturally failed
to impress Moultrie. At the Council meeting of
30 December 1773 a committee to investigate the
affair was appointed. It reported on 9 February
5 & 6 Edw. VI ; 2 Geo. II, cap. xxviii: 26 Geo. II, cap.
xxxi, as cited by Drayton.
25. Drayton to Dartmouth, 15 February 1774, C.O. 5/554, pp. 27 -30
24.
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that Drayton’s action was an infringement on the
governor’s authority, whereupon the Council ordered the court to refrain from issuing licenses, cancelled those issued and declared Drayton guilty of
manifest contempt of the governor’s proclamation
and an undue and unwarrantable exercise of power
hitherto vested in the “Commander in Chief." 26
That these actions of Drayton’s were not the
result solely of personal animus against Moultrie
and the desire to embarrass him is shown by his
equally strong refusal to issue to the collector of
customs at St. Augustine a general writ of assistance to aid him in searching for and seizing
uncustomed goods. The use of these writs, in which
no times, places or persons were named, was of
course a matter of great controversy in nearly every
colony besides Massachusetts, where the fight
against it had been started by James Otis; common
action by the colonial judges was the result of correspondence between them on the subject. Drayton’s refusal in 1772 to issue such a writ on the
ground that it might be used “discretionally (perhaps without proper foundation) at the will of subordinate officers, to the injury of the rights of His
Majesty’s other loyal subjects” was, it has been
27
said, “as positive and clear as any on record."
It is against this background of constitutional and
personal strife that Drayton’s controversies with
Governor Tonyn during the years of the American
Revolution, culminating in his two suspensions from
office, must be viewed. The new governor, who arrived in 1774, was, like his predecessor, an army
26. Council Minutes, 30 December 1773, 9 February 1774, C.O.
5/571, pp. 93-97.
27. O. M. Dickerson, “Writs of Assistance as a Cause of the
Revolution,” in Richard B. Morris (ed.), The Era of the
American Revolution: Studies Inscribed to Evarts Boutell
Green (New York, 1939), 40-75 at 63-64.
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man, and apparently owed his position to the patronage of the Earl of Dartmouth and other influential figures of the day. His previous career
can hardly have fitted him for an office which needed,
to a peculiar degree, the gifts of tolerance, tact and
urbanity, and there are suggestions that he lacked
also the sterner virtues of honesty and justice.
Drayton’s attitude towards both Tonyn and the
issues at stake in the province during the revolutionary years is explained in a manuscript which he
prepared in 1778, revised in 1782, but never published, “An Inquiry into the present State, and Administration of Affairs in the Province of EastFlorida; with some Observations on the Case of
the late Ch. Justice there." 28 Beginning with the
apt quotation from Cicero’s speech on Catiline,
“Quousq, tandem, - -, abutere Patientia nostra?",
the work, which was originally written anonymously,
was stated to be by a “Member of the British Empire, anxious for the general welfare of the whole,
but particularly for the fate of the province,
jeopardized by its tyrannical Governor.” It described, with supporting documents in the appendix,
the various misdemeanors of the governor, particularly the destruction of New Smyrna, referring
only in passing to Drayton’s suspensions. Its
whole burden was that the danger of revolution in
East Florida (which Tonyn ascribed to Drayton)
was the result of the personal character and policies
of a governor whose “Idea of Subordination was
perhaps the Effect of his military (which appears
to have been his only) Education.” Other governors were not much better, the author hinted. He
did not subscribe to a statement he quoted, that
28. Manuscript volume in the Division of Manuscripts, Library
of Congress. Hereafter cited at Drayton, Inquiry.
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“from Quebec to Pensacola there was not one of
the King’s Governors, who did not deserve hanging;” but he did assert that “from the machiavellian
Administration of H - - [Haldimand, Governor of
Quebec] in the North down to the blundering Tyranny of T - - in the South, many Crimes of Omission & Commission in the general Conduct of the
American Governors have marked the Annals of
their History, & led the way to this ever-to-belamented Catastrophe." 29
In particular, Drayton charged Tonyn with untruthfulness, waste of public funds, unpunctuality
in making payments, and the creation of a monopoly
in beef for a favored profiteer. 30 Two cases of persons being unlawfully detained in St. Augustine
were described. 31 On another occasion, Drayton related, the governor refused to permit the discharge
of a man from Georgia on the ground that since
that province paid no regard to the laws of England,
its inhabitants were not entitled to the benefits
of those laws elsewhere; “this was the Lex Talionis
with a Vengeance !" 32 His chancery jurisdiction was
the object of special attack (the governor was also
chancellor in the province). One Alexander Gray,
who was under arrest on another charge, and was
in a weak state of mind from excessive drinking,
the result of an unhappy marriage, was persuaded
by Tonyn to execute a bond and “confess a judgment thereupon” for 2000 to him, and was then
kept in prison on mesne process, although he declared he had never owed Tonyn a shilling. Gray subsequently cut his throat in jail. In fact, concluded
Drayton, “Despotism is not more completely en29. Drayton, Inquiry, 2, 16.
30. Ibid., 47, 53-56.
31. Ibid., 33-35., 32. Ibid., 39
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throned in Morocco, or any Part of the East, than
in East-Florida." 33
This is of course ex parte testimony, as is that of
Dr. Turnbull, another victim of Tonyn’s ill-will.
Turnbull charged Tonyn with various cruelties, often inflicted with his own hands, partiality in making land grants, and the giving of worthless bills
on London in return for good money. 34 Some substantiation is furnished by Frederick George Mulcaster, councillor and deputy surveyor general, in
a letter to his former crony, the late governor,
Grant; Mulcaster was a bit of a gossip, but knew
the local scene well, and had no reason to be opposed
to the administration. Writing in 1775 he said:
“His Excellency gave a dinner yesterday to the
Fourteenth [regiment], and some others. It is
the only one he has given since the one he gave to
John Stuart, on his arrival ; and for this purpose he
borrowed from Moultrie, his cook, Ned, and the mulatto woman, Hester. How he does when he is by
himself, nobody knows. A very severe copy of
verses appeared at Payne’s corner lately about him,
his lady, and their flogging of the negroes, &c. The
author no one can guess at; but there was great
truth in them, and they were not very bad.” 35 Of
another of Tonyn’s deficiencies as a governor, dislike of representative assemblies, his own words
will give sufficient proof.
It is clear that from the beginning of his administration Tonyn fell under the influence of Moultrie,
and at once took sides, treating Drayton and Turnbull as an ‘inflamed faction’ to be crushed at all
33. Ibid., appendix, xxix-xliii.
34. Turnbull’s memorial to Board of Trade. 19 September 1776.
C.O. 5/546, pp. 49-51.
35. Mulcaster to Grant, 29 September 1775, Force, Am. Archives,
4th series, III, 835-836.
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costs. Drayton, he noted, when consulted about a
new commission of the peace, framed one which
carefully avoided the word ‘ordinance’, and minimized the proclaiming power of the governor. “I
soon found his [Drayton’s] political principles were
of the levelling kind,” he wrote, “and of a piece with
the seditions and rebellions in the other colonies,
and to render himself popular and of consequence,
he wished to degrade and reduce the authority of
the Governor and Council, and to establish that
source of sedition, the great bulwark of American
liberty, a house of Assembly." 36 He therefore
showed only a “cold & distant Civility” towards
him, consulted Moultrie or Rev. John Forbes in
preference to him, and declared in private, so Drayton claimed, that he would take the first opportunity
to crush his pride and suspend him from office.
Drayton ascribed the governor’s attitude to his conviction that no one could be in the right who differed in any respect from the head of the government;
the opponent at once became one “flying in the Face
of Government, factious, seditious, & rebellious.”
Drayton’s occasional differences with him, which he
claimed to be purely professional, at once put him
in that light. 37 To this must perhaps be added the
hostility which developed between Tonyn and Turnbull, which, whatever it owed to the Doctor’s friendship for Drayton, has also been ascribed to the fact
that Turnbull discovered in Tonyn’s wife an old
acquaintance in Scotland, and “concluded not to
permit the usual courtesies between the governor’s
lady and his family." 38
In his whole conduct there is a remarkable paral36. Tonyn to Germain, 7 March 1776, C.O. 5/556, pp. 285-287.
37. Drayton, Inquiry, 15-16.
38. Joseph Johnson, Traditions and Reminisences chiefly of the
American Revolution in the South (Charleston, 1851), 328-329.
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lel between Tonyn and the governor of another
loyalist colony, Nova Scotia. Francis Legg, who
arrived in 1773 after a career also exclusively military, was soon in trouble with the local dominant
clique, and showed the same dislike of representative
assemblies, the same ability to arouse opposition,
and the same use of violent language in his accounts
of his enemies in his dispatches. But there the
parallel ends; for Legg stirred up such a storm
of resentment that he was quickly recalled, and
thus contributed, by his departure, to the loyalism
of the grateful province. 39 No such fortune was
in store for East Florida-to which province, indeed, it seems that Legg might easily have been
appointed. 40
Yet it is by no means clear that Drayton and his
friends formed, as Tonyn was convinced they did,
an American faction. They were an opposition
group, but their one demand, for an assembly, was
only for something long possessed by the other
colonies which had reached political maturity.
There was, therefore, some justice in the reply to
the charge of faction that the word faction never
existed in the province until Tonyn introduced it. 41
The group included Drayton, Turnbull, James Penman, one of St. Augustine’s principal merchants,
Spencer Man, a notary, business agent and minor
official, and Arthur Gordon.
Nevertheless, certain of Drayton’s activities
which formed the basis for his two suspensions,
39. There is dispute over Legg’s character and conduct, as there

40.
41.

is over the reasons for Nova Scotia’s loyalism: see particularly John B. Brebner, The Neutral Yankees of Nova Scotia
(New York, 1937), 243 seq., and Chester Martin, Empire
and Commonwealth (Oxford, 1929), 75-86.
Martin, Empire and Commonwealth, 76, n. 1 (where the
letter quoted, Dartmouth to Legg, 4 May 1774, ought surely
to be dated 1773) ; cf. Brebner, Neutral Yankees, 245.
Turnbull’s defense before Board of Trade, C.O. 5/546, p. 79.
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shortly to be described, do call his loyalty in question. Mulcaster evidently had his doubts about him
for he wrote in his letter to Grant, already quoted:
“You will wonder, in the course of so long a letter,
to hear nothing yet of the chief. He wisely remains
at home ; his schemes have sunk ; and being in general looked upon as not quite stanch, few people
go there. Penman is in Town, almost his only
friend, but his business finds him sufficient employment; besides, I don’t think him quite so hearty
in the cause as usual. The Carolinians and Georgians having ransacked his goods, detained them for
three months, to his detriment and Payne’s benefit,
gives him not so favorable an opinion of American
liberty." 42
In general there was certainly little sentiment in
East Florida for the American cause. The province
was largely isolated from the people to the north.
Both commercially and for its governmental expenses it was dependent on Great Britain. Its
leading men were all office-holders, and self-interest
combined with sentiment to support the British
crown. Moultrie broke with his brothers in Charleston, leaders in the patriot cause there, to maintain
his ardent loyalism. 43 The fact that the province
was an asylum for loyalists in the South confirmed
its loyalty by bringing in a few new settlers, though
the big immigration did not occur until 1782. It is
said that when the news of the Declaration of Independence reached St. Augustine, effigies of John.
Hancock and Samuel Adams were burned on the
parade. 44 This attitude was consistently followed
thereafter.
42.
43.
44.

Mulcaster to Grant, 29 September 1775, Force, Am. Archives,
4th series, III, 837.
See his letter to Grant, 4 October 1775, Force, Am. Archives.
4th series, IV, 336-337.
Forbes, Sketches, 23-24.
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In the circumstances Drayton was marked out
from the beginning of the Revolution as the destined
victim of Tonyn’s suspicions and animosity. He
first got into trouble for giving support in the preliminary stages to the scheme of a respected inhabitant of Georgia, later one of the leaders in the
Revolutionary movement there, Jonathan Bryan,
to obtain possession of a large tract of Indian land
in East Florida known as Apalache Old Fields, near
Alachua. When Tonyn heard of this from Governor Wright of Georgia in the fall of 1774 he consulted Drayton about legal means to stop this violation of one of the clauses of the Proclamation of
1763. Drayton refused to give advice on the ground
that the matter might come before him judicially,
and supported his stand by reference to a similar
refusal by the chief justice of South Carolina in
1746, which had been upheld by one of the king’s
serjeants at law. A little later he reluctantly signed
a warrant for Bryan’s arrest. Then at nine o’clock
one evening Tonyn received word that Bryan was
at the St. John’s river, returning from a trip to the
Indian lands which he had leased. He sent the provost marshal to Drayton to get a writ to seize him,
but Drayton sent word back that a writ could not
be so used. Tonyn then asked for a proper instrument, but received only the reply that Drayton
would see him next morning. At that Tonyn went
himself to Drayton’s house, only to be told by his
servants that he had already gone to bed, though
it was before ten o’clock. Next morning at eight
Drayton came to see Tonyn, gave him a homily on
writs and warrants and promised him a warrant,
which he brought between eleven and twelve. By
that time Levett, the provost marshal (Tonyn’s
nephew), could not be found, and it was not until
between three and four o’clock that he set off for
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the St. John’s. By then Bryan had got word from
Penman, who was on his way to Savannah, that a
warrant was out against him, and he slipped away
before Levett reached him. Drayton blamed his
escape, not on his delay in preparing the warrant,
but on a game of “Back Gammon” which Levett
was playing at Gimel’s house on the St. John’s at
the time when Bryan was making his escape from
a neighbor's farm. Tonyn, of course, thought otherwise. 45
Tonyn reported these happenings to Dartmouth,
who in his reply censured Drayton’s conduct. This
letter was intercepted by the Americans at Charleston, and forwarded to Drayton by his cousin, William Henry Drayton, one of the leaders in the
Revolution there. His covering letter told of the
progress of the movement, and used the words
“Peace, Peace, is now, not even in idea. A Civil
War, in my opinion, is absolutely unavoidable.”
Drayton at once passed on the intercepted dispatch
to Tonyn and read him part of the covering letter,
claiming that the rest concerned only family matters. Later, however, at Tonyn’s request, he produced the whole letter for the Council’s inspection.
Tonyn was much excited by it, and later made it a
charge against Drayton that he had not read it all
at their first interview. Drayton pointed out that
the news was common knowledge, and General Gage,
to whom a copy was sent, remarked that its contents
were not unusual for the times. 46
Tonyn to Dartmouth, 14 and 30 December 1774 and enclosures, C.O. 5/555, pp. 13-36, 53-73; material relating to
Drayton’s first suspension, C.O. 5/556, pp. 314-390 passim;
Council Minutes, 26 December 1774, 21 January 1775, C.O.
5/571, pp. 141-142, 148-150.
46. Tonyn to Dartmouth, 21 July 1775 and enclosures, C.O.
5/555, pp. 243-284; material relating to Drayton’s first suspension, C.O. 5/556, pp. 321-322, 390-395; Gage to Tonyn,
12 September 1775, Gage Papers (William L. Clements Library, University of Michigan).

45.
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Meanwhile the grand jury, with Penman as its
foreman, had again intervened in the political situation, by presenting once more, at the June Sessions of 1775, the continued lack of a general assembly as a great grievance, and requesting that a
copy of the presentment be published in the Georgia and Carolina gazettes. This was done, Drayton
issuing a court order to this intent. In November
the Council censured Drayton for permitting publication of the presentment and not following the
‘example of wise and prudent judges’ in softening
its language if he could not quash it ; the publication,
it felt, was an indirect approbation of opposition to
the government and a discouragement to persons
from the rebellious colonies to come to East Florida
for an asylum. Drayton received a copy of this
censure, but was denied a hearing before the Council. He therefore reported the censure to the grand
jury of the December sessions, which contained several members of the former body. From it he received an address paying tribute to his ability, integrity and uprightness, and expressing alarm that
he had been “most insiduously attack’d in your
Judicial Capacity” and the courts dictated to in a
manner subversive of civil liberty. Subsequently
Drayton sent to Dartmouth the lengthy reply to
the Council’s censure which he had not been permitted to deliver before the Council. He complained
that he was censured without a hearing, and, quoting Blackstone, Lord Somers, precedents from
Charles II’s time, and even Judge Gascoigne of
Henry IV’s time, charged that it was an attack on
the judicial office and the right of petition. Moreover, the Georgia and Carolina gazettes, he pointed
out, were the normal outlets of publication for East
Florida; the two provinces were not then actually
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in rebellion ; and even if they had been, publication
there of matter not in itself rebellious would not
have made it so. 47
At this same time Tonyn had got evidence from
an Indian half-breed, Thomas Gray, who had been
in the employ of Bryan, of Drayton’s supposed
connections with the leaders of the Revolution in
Georgia. In return for a promise of a grant of
land Gray deposed before Forbes, one of the assistant judges, that he had been examined before
the rebel Congress at Savannah, where Bryan had
said that Drayton was their particular friend, whose
heart, though he was at St. Augustine, “leaned toward” the American party, and that he and Penman gave them information of all that was going
on there. This testimony was not, however, used
in the formal charges later brought against Drayton. 48
Feeling now sure of his ground, Tonyn brought
four charges against Drayton in the Council meeting of 6 February 1776: being concerned in Bryan’s
fraudulent dealings in Indian lands ; obstructing
and delaying proceedings against Bryan and so
contributing to his escape; failure at first to divulge
all of William Henry Drayton’s letter; encouraging
the grand jury to pass observations on the Council’s
censure of him, thus making it a kind of tribunal
to judge the governor and Council, and failing to
deliver to the Council these observations and the
calendar of prisoners of the December Sessions.
47.

Georgia Gazette, 6 and 13 September 1775, 31 January 1776;
South Carolina and American General Gazette, 8 March 1776;
material on Drayton’s first suspension, C.O. 5/556, pp. 53-59,
117-119, 122-128, 323-324; Council Minutes, 21 December
1775, C.O. 5/571, pp. 186-187; Drayton to Dartmouth, 27
December 1775 and enclosure, C.O. 5/556, pp. 1-4, 15-51.
48. Tonyn to Dartmouth, 20 September, 25 October, 1 November
1775, 11 January 1776, and enclosures, C.O. 5/555, pp. 387388, 475-486, C.O. 5/556, pp. 117-119, 183-189.
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Drayton made his own defense before the Council
both orally and in writing. He took a high line,
declaring that if he was unsuccessful there he
would appeal elsewhere, and would in any ease continue to enjoy “what neither the Folly nor Knavery
of Mankind can deprive me of, ‘The Post of Honour
in a private station’.” In his peroration he reminded the members, in determining on his honor, not to
forget their own. But his doom was sealed as
Tonyn gave his version of his conduct during the
past few years and ended a long series of ‘Observations’ by declaring flatly : “to speak more plain,
I have not upon a thorough canvass of the Ideas
floating in my own mind the least doubt of what Mr.
Drayton’s political principles are, they are in my
Opinion of a piece with the factious leaders of the
People in the other Colonies.” 49
Faced with these accusations and Drayton’s defense, the Council, on 13 February 1776, unanimously voted to suspend him from office, though refusing
to give an opinion on the legal points raised in the
defense. Forbes was appointed acting chief justice
for the time being. 50 This unanimous action by a
body whose members all antedated Tonyn’s administration, and which included, besides Moultrie and
Forbes, such independent figures as Mulcaster and
John Stuart, the superintendent of Indian affairs
in the Southern Department, at the time resident in
St. Augustine, is some evidence of the general suspicion against Drayton ; only two of the members
(Catherwood and Holmes) had characters to which
exception could be taken. On the other hand the
Council was an official body, and could hardly claim
to be impartial. Drayton maintained that two mem49.

Council Minutes, 6 and 12 February 1776, and other material
on the suspension, in C.O. 5/556, pp. 279-300, 313-341, 403-411.
50. Council Minutes, 13 February 1776, ibid., pp. 301-305.
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bers (perhaps Stuart and Mulcaster, it may be hazarded) were so conscious of the injustice and so
ashamed of being thought parties to it that they
declared to several gentlemen that they had vigorously opposed it and knew that it must be reversed
in England. The fact remains that they voted with
the rest. 51
A few days later, on 27 February, a public meeting was held at Mr. Wood’s tavern in St. Augustine
under the chairmanship of Dr. Turnbull. It drew
up a straightforward address of loyalty to the king,
to be carried to England by Turnbull, and then proceeded to a discussion of the charges brought against
Drayton, and his defense, ending with the passing
of an address to Drayton. The seventy-four signers
of the address to the king included several of the
leading planters, such as Robert Bisset, Abraham
Marshall, Francis Philip Fatio, as well as Penman,
Spencer Man, and a number of the small traders and
artisans of the town. Tonyn claimed that it originated in an “inflamed Faction,” and took great
offense at the fact that it was to be transmitted by
Turnbull rather than through himself. He called
Turnbull in to see him, lectured him about driving
things out of their proper channel, and then, declaring that when he received an insult he always knew
how to treat it, he walked out of the room. He later
wrote to Turnbull intimating that he would soon
require his presence at the Council to explain matters. However, Turnbull slipped away a week or
so later, on the same vessel which carried Drayton
from St. Augustine to England. His departure
without Tonyn's leave in writing, as well as his part
in the meeting, were the basis for the Council’s
51. Drayton, Inquiry, 26.
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suspension of him from his sinecure as secretary
and clerk of the Council. 52
In England, Drayton and later Turnbull were
examined by the Board of Trade, and made their
defense, to which Turnbull added counter-charges
against Tonyn. They had virtually a clear field,
as the Board’s examination of Drayton was completed by early June, 1776, over two months before
Tonyn’s key dispatch regarding the suspension
reached London. The original dispatch, of 7 March
1776, was lost in the wreck of the packet off the
English coast, and the duplicate and its mass of
corroborative documents did not reach Lord George
Germain, the secretary of state, until 22 August. 53
In any case, however, the government was beginning
the policy of the olive branch, as shown by the recall of Legg from Nova Scotia and later of Carle54
ton from Quebec. It was, moreover, concerned over
the too-frequent displacing of colonial judges upon
“light and ill-founded” occasions. 55 The Board of
Trade’s recommendation that Drayton be restored
to office with full salary from the date of suspension
was therefore accepted by the government. Later
it was recommended to Tonyn that he reinstate
Turnbull (who was persuaded to withdraw his
counter-charges), though this was not expressly or52. Tonyn to Germain, 22 March 1776, and enclosures, C.O.
5/556, pp. 73-115, 463, 495-498, 505-512. The list of signers
of the address is given in Carita Doggett, Dr. Turnhull and
the New Smyrna Colony of Florida (Florida, The Drew
Press, 1919), 118.
53. See the various dispatches, and the endorsements of the
dates of their receipt, C.O. 5/556, passim.
54. Cf. Chester Martin, Empire and Commonwealth, 142.
55. See Acts of the Privy Council of England, Colonial Series,
V (London, 1912), 503-504.
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dered. 56 Tonyn, in fact, received a severe rebuke in
a letter from Lord George Germain, who declared,
after receiving all the relevant dispatches, that he
regretted that party prejudice and private animosities were permitted to mix in public proceedings at
a time when harmony among officials was particularly needed. The prevalence of a factious disposition
among officials, he added, was likely to be fomented
rather than allayed by a conduct in the governor
that appeared to be rather the effect of sudden passion than of moderation and sound policy. 57
The return of Drayton and later of Turnbull to
East Florida was thus a severe blow to Tonyn,
who nevertheless was left in office. Drayton was
back by 3 September 1776, and Tonyn was soon
58
complaining of his "Naughty Manner and Air."
Moreover his conduct on the bench now seemed to
confirm his sympathy for the American cause. When
certain American prisoners from Virginia, sent to
East Florida for safe-keeping and committed to
confinement in the fort by Tonyn’s orders, applied
for a writ of habeas corpus, Drayton, in a lengthy
and learned argument before the court in which he
cited many cases and rules from Coke, Salkeld,
Plowden, Vaughan, and others, ordered their discharge on their giving bail to appear at the June
Sessions. Jermyn Wright, a refugee from Georgia,
56.

Journal of the Commissioners for Trade and Plantations
... preserved in the Public Record Office, 1776 to 1782
(London, 1938), 30, 33, 34, 47, 57, 69, 73, 75, 76 (hereafter
cited as Journal of Board of Trade) ; Representation of
Board of Trade to King, 10 June 1776, C.O. 5/556, pp. 221226; Turnbull’s memorial and defense to Board of Trade,
C.O. 5/546, pp. 49-51, 77-85; Germain to Tonyn, 14 June
1776, C.O. 5/556, pp. 232-235 ; id. to id., 14 April 1777, C.O.
5/557, pp. 115-121.
Germain to Tonyn, 6 November 1776, C.O. 5/556, pp. 696-697.
Tonyn to Germain, 8 September 1776, and enclosures, ibid.,
pp. 763-765, 775, 779; papers relating to Drayton’s second
suspension, C.O. 5/558, pp. 534-535.
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made complaint of a judgment given against him in
absentia in favor of a rebel arrested for high treason. George Osborne, to whom Tonyn had given a
letter of marque, was arrested on a writ signed by
Drayton in a suit for 100 damages for carrying off
some hogs and a small beef from Little Tybee island
in Georgia when returning from an attack on rebel
ships at Bloody Point, South Carolina. In general,
Drayton denied Tonyn’s power to grant letters of
marque, though he claimed that he had done so
only in private. He also branded as illegal a warrant issued by Forbes for the impressment of horses,
and cast aspersions on him as a judge. These and
various other episodes gave ground for Tonyn’s
complaint that he got no help from the law department, and that Drayton had revived the dying faction which censured every measure of government,
and was working to lessen respect for him as governor, predicting that he would soon be out of office,
and promising that he would then prosecute him
for his attack on his character. 59
Report of such actions led Germain to say that
if there was sufficient ground in Drayton’s conduct
as a magistrate to suspect him of disaffection he
would not hesitate to recommend to the king his unfitness to continue in office. 60 During the spring and
summer of 1777 such suspicions seemed to receive
further justification, at the very time when the danger of an invasion by the Americans was acute.
Drayton brought suit for 1000 damages against
Mr. MacKie, the surgeon of the East Florida Rangers, for a remark that in Carolina he was reckoned
a friend to the American cause; he also threatened
to prosecute Brown, the commander of the Rangers,
59. Tonyn to Germain, 30 January and 9 March 1777, and enclosures, C.O. 5/557, pp. 123-133, 205-241.
60. Germain to Tonyn, 2 April 1777, C.O. 5/557, pp. 111-112.
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for 3000 for similar assertions. On his part he
called the Rangers, who were Tonyn's pride and
joy, a “Split Shirt Banditti” and a parcel of horse
thieves and villians. 61
A little later, several persons, including Drayton
and Spencer Man, met at breakfast one morning
at Penman’s, where Bisset was staying on a visit.
There was talk of the weakness of the garrison and
the uselessness of resistance in case of invasion.
Drayton spoke of the blunders of the government,
and declared he would be the first to sign a petition
for Tonyn’s removal. He apparently joined in the
opinion there generally expressed which favored
capitulation on the ground that the Americans’attack was to avenge the insults and depredations of
the Rangers and Indians employed by the governor
in a “little dirty Petitte Guerre” that served only
to irritate without being of any essential service. 62
Lastly the grand jury was again a source of trouble. Tonyn’s accusation on this head was that
Drayton had officiously mentioned in open court that
he had been cleared of groundless charges, and had
thus kept alive old animosities. Drayton’s reply
was at best disingenuous, for he admitted that he
had twice alluded to his vindication. In his charge
to the grand jury in the June Sessions of 1777 he
had said, in counselling unity and discouraging libels
and calumnies against individuals, that it might be
supposed that he was alluding to his own case, but
that he was not, and would never notice any slander
and foul-mouthed falsehood, as he was conscious
of his innocence and knew from experience that
61.

Tonyn to Germain, 8 May 1777, ibid., pp. 417-423; depositions
supporting the charges against Drayton, C.O. 5/558, pp. 179180, 549.
62. Depositions supporting charges against Drayton, C.O. 5/558,
pp. 555-568 ; Drayton, Inquiry, 43-51, xix-xxviii.
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he could have recourse to a just and impartial
tribunal. 63
Before attempting a second time to get rid of this
troublesome chief justice Tonyn prepared his ground
carefully, collecting depositions and statements
against Drayton from a number of people, and
assembling numerous corroborative documents.
On 11 December 1777 he brought charges against
him in the Council as follows: his failure to pay
Tonyn a personal visit on his return from England;
officiously mentioning in court his honorable clearance of false and groundless charges, thus keeping
alive old animosities; his failure to attend at the
assembling of the militia and his lack of support
for it ; reprobating measures of government ; recommending an inglorious capitulation to the rebels ;
use of reproachful epithets about the Rangers in
open court ; questioning Tonyn’s letters of marque ;
certifying a power of- attorney for the rebel attorney
general of Georgia in the case of Harvey versus
Wright. Dayton presented a lengthy written defense, and the case was considered at meetings of
the Council on 13, 15 and 16 December. On the
latter day the Council came to the conclusion that
his actions had been prejudicial to the king’s service
and had embarrassed government at an alarming
crisis, and concurred in his suspension a second
time. 64 The action received Germain’s approval,
though, as before, all the papers were turned over
to the Board of Trade. 65
Drayton had sent a memorial presenting his side
63. Papers relating to Drayton’s second suspension, C.O. 5/558,
pp. 333-339, 508-509.

64. Tonyn to Germain, 19 January 1778, and papers relating to
65.

the second suspension, C.O. 5/558, pp. 167-210, 329-367,
503-614.
Germain to Tonyn, 3 April 1778, ibid., p. 218; Journal of
Board of Trade, 1776-1782, 181-182.
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of the case and asking to make his defense before
the Board by counsel, as his private affairs prevented him from immediately proceeding to England. In a letter to William Knox, the undersecretary for American Affairs, he gave as his reason
his numerous young family and the fact that Mrs.
Drayton was laboring under a long and dangerous
disorder, which he imputed solely to the repeated
attacks upon himself. If the suspension was upheld, he continued, it would be impossible for him
to remain in East Florida, and he therefore hoped
for a speedy hearing so that he could if necessary
assemble his effects and remove them elsewhere,
“God Knows where." 66 In February 1778 he sold
Oak Forest, which subsequently was acquired by
his successor as chief justice, James Hume. 67 Then,
“wearied out by this constant Persecution," 68 he
made the journey to England, taking with him his
wife and some of his family. His wife died while
he was in England. He attended the Board of
Trade on 12 May 1778, but a month later, before
any decision had been reached, he sent in his resignation as chief justice. 69
Thus ended Drayton’s official career under Great
Britain. No explanation of the reasons for his
resignation has been found. If he was convinced
of the hopelessness of his cause, as the sale of his
property suggests, then the journey to England
seems unnecessary. If he was anxious to justify
himself, it proved a tragic and expensive journey
for the purpose. Perhaps he was led to expect a
colonial position elsewhere, and so was persuaded
to resign. Perhaps he found the official atmosphere
66. Drayton to Knox, 18 December 1777, C.O. 5/557, pp. 325-328;
Journal of Board of Trade, 1776-1782, 182.
67. Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida, I, 65, II, 40.
68. Drayton, Inquiry, 29.
69. Journal of Board of Trade, 1776-1782, 185-188, 191.
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in London chilly toward him and, grief-stricken at
his wife’s death, decided to give up the struggle
and return to his native Charleston. When he arrived there is not clear; the town was captured by
the British on 12 May 1780, and it would be interesting to know whether he was there before that date.
The statement in the Dictionary of American Biography that he arrived before 13 May 1780, when
Dr. Turnbull joined him, is not helpful, because the
real date of Turnbull’s arrival at Charleston was
13 May 1781, 70 after he had been detained in East
Florida by Tonyn in connection with proceedings
over the collapse of the New Smyrna colony. 71
Drayton’s faction, whatever its principles, collapsed with the departure of its head. Gordon had
died in 1778. Penman and Man seem to have proved
their loyalty, as they both advanced considerable
sums for the strengthening of St. Augustine’s defenses and the support of loyalists in 1779, and the
former was made a councillor in the province of
Georgia after its reconquest by the British, in spite
of a warning of Tonyn’s against him. 72 Both received compensation from the British government
for their claims after the cession of East Florida. 73
Drayton stayed on in Charleston after the British
evacuation, as did Turnbull, 74 and lived there, or
rather at Magnolia Gardens, until his death in 1790.
In 1789 he was made a judge of the Admiralty Court
of the state of South Carolina, an associate justice
of the Supreme Court of the state, and the first
70. Turnbull to Germain, 13 June 1781, Charleston, Shelburne
Papers, LXVI, fo. 745 (Clements Library) ; Turnbull to
Shelburne, 31 July [1781], Charleston, ibid., fo. 753.
71. Doggett, Turnbull, 157 seq., especially 179-182.
72. Great Britain, Historical Manuscripts Commission, Report

on American Manuscripts in the Royal Institution of Great
Britain (London, 1904-1909), II, 38-40, 127-128; Gazette of
the State of South Carolina, 17 March 1779.
73. Siebert, Loyalists in East Florida, II, 320.
74. Ibid., 327; Dictionary of American Biography, s. v. Andrew
Turnbull.
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judge of the United States District Court for South
Carolina. He had remarried about 1780. 75
His will, which was dated 17 May 1790 and was
witnessed by Turnbull, has survived. It is a rather
pathetic document, suggesting a sense of frustration
on the part of the author. It begins with a characteristic touch of his dry wit: “the last will and
testament of William Drayton, if that can be called
a man’s will when it depends upon the indulgence
of others, whether it shall be executed or not.” He
found himself oppressed by debts, it stated, due
principally to the accumulation of interest in his
absence during the long years of war, and his failure to obtain any compensation for the land which
he had purchased in East Florida. His beloved wife
would therefore see the improbability of his adding
to her little patrimonial estate or of giving any return for the most affectionate and tender services of
the best wife in the world. However, he wished his
executors to raise, if possible, two hundred guineas
to return her and her daughter to England; if,
however, the necessities of his creditors were superior to the inclination for indulgence, then he recommended a family of the most dutiful and affectionate
children that ever parent was blessed with to the
benevolence of friends and the protection of God.
In a codicil he left his law books to his son Jacob,
as of little value to anyone else, his gold watch and
chain and red carnelian seal to his wife as a memorial of affection, and his seal of arms, then hanging
to his watch, to his son Thomas. 76 The enigma of
his true feelings regarding the great issues which
had divided the American colonies from Great
Britain he carried, unresolved, to his grave.
75. Siebert, Loyalists; II, 317; Dictionary of American Biog-

raphy.
76. Spanish Land Grants in Florida, I, 80-81; original in the
Field Note Division of the Florida Department of Agriculture, state capitol, Tallahassee.
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